
Retail is shifting from brick and mortar to 
mobile e-commerce and Wish.com is 
transforming mobile devices into 
handheld shopping malls

Mobile shopping is about providing an entertaining experience. 
Shoppers are browsing, not searching with the intent to buy.

9 out of 10 mobile purchases on Wish.com do not begin with a 
search query.

Mobile shoppers do not know the exact brand or item they are 
looking for. It is up to Wish.com to figure that out and guide 
shoppers to their purchases. 

How? By providing accurate, personalized feeds and product 
recommendations.

“The more we invest in data to personalize 
the recommendation experience, the more 
we see improvement in conversion rates.”
Peter Szulczewski, CEO and Co-Founder of Wish.com

Wish.com uses Treasure Data as their plug-and-play customer data platform,
processing 10 billion events per day:

Here’s an example of how Treasure Data provided Wish.com 
with frictionless analytics to drive revenue growth:

1. More international customers than American customers 
were reaching the app’s billing page, but not completing 
their purchases.

2. One hypothesis was that these international shoppers 
may have been confused by the “Billing Zip/Postal Code” 
requirement for entering Credit Card information.

3. The Wish.com team wanted to run an A/B test showing an 
additional sentence explaining the “Billing Zip/Postal Code” 
to 50% of international Android users. 

4. With a few simple queries through Treasure Data’s API, 
Wish.com built their own tag-based A/B testing framework 
and began monitoring changes in customer behavior.

Result: Mobile purchases completed increased 7% for 
customers shown the additional explanatory sentence. 

Treasure Data allowed 
Wish.com to quickly test and 
validate their hypothesis. 
With just 15 minutes of work, 
sales were boosted by 7%.

Wish.com uses customer behavior data 
and recommendation technology based 
on analytics to ensure that 95% of 
products that cross the consumer’s field 
of vision are relevant.

TO BECOME THE SHOPPING APP?
How Wish.com beat Amazon to become

the #1 shopping app in the US and
top 3 in 30+ countries worldwide

ADS

OPTIMIZED ALGORITHMS DRIVE
CONTINUOUS 2X CONVERSION GROWTH YOY

7% BOOST IN SALES FROM
15 MINUTES OF WORK

Client: Android

Winning bucket: show (+0.53%)

Bucket: show (Allocation: 20%)

Total: +0.53%

Whole Product A/B Test

Metric

Recommend Action

Product Impression

Wish

Add to Cart

Mobile Purchase Complete

Feed Scroll

Profile Impression

Billing Save Success

Diff

+4.20%

+0.29%

-3.18%

+5.40%

+6.78%

+0.98%

-2.47%

+7.85%

Learn how you can join

and other global customers using Treasure Data to scale and grow your business: 
www.treasuredata.com

T R E A S U R E  D A T A

Massive amounts of
marketing and advertising

data on Facebook and 
Google 

150 million users’ mobile 
app and website 
behavior cookies 

2 million daily 
purchased items 
transaction data 

120K daily customer 
service interactions 

records

300K vendors’ billing and
support information

70 million product SKUs


